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about the compositions
dan:ce
i saw this on a car license plate in germany – city code ‘dan’, then
two registration stickers arranged like a colon, then ‘ce16’. i took
the ‘dan:ce’ part as a command.

certain transcendence
i had the opportunity to study for about a year with mark turner –
a man who has had a profound impact musically. at one point he
mentioned that he was always trying to have more of ‘the blues’ in
his playing. i replied that people say that a lot, and i never really
know what it means – i feel that as a white girl from possibly the
least racially diverse part of canada it would almost be dishonest
to try and include more blues in my playing. he responded that,
for him, ‘the blues’ is the element of music has a certain emotional
transcendence – whatever that element might be. i thought a lot
about that, and i’m trying to capture and embrace that.

terrarosa
this piece is named after a glacier in british columbia, where i’m
from. my friend evan howard went on a 2 week long hiking adventure on this glacier. he filmed the whole thing and had the idea that
i could write music for the film. i have a feeling that this film may
never actually be made, but i wrote this piece for it anyway!

percussive mechanics
this is our theme song. title also generously donated by evan
howard. concept donated by guilhem flouzat.

vigilance
i worked hard on this piece. it earned it’s title.

about the compositions
sleeping is giving in
i worked hard on this piece. it earned it’s title.

histrionics
when i was acting annoying and whiney as a child my mother
would always say ‘cut it with the histrionics!’. somehow that
word kept popping into my head while i was writing this song.

let it cut more deep
this composition was inspired by a poem by the sufi mystic
poet hafiz. it goes like this:
don’t surrender your loneliness
so quickly.
let it cut more deep.
let it ferment and season you
as few human
or even divine ingredients can.
something missing in my heart tonight
has made my eyes so soft,
my voice
so tender,
my need of god
absolutely
clear.

eins!
this is the first piece i wrote for this band.

anna webber · percussive mechanics
anna webber flute, tenor saxophone
james wylie clarinet, alto saxophone
elias stemeseder piano, wurlitzer
julius heise vibraphone, marimba, whistling
igor spallati double bass
max andrzejewski drum set, glockenspiel, miscellaneous percussion, whistling
martin kruemmling drum set, miscellaneous percussion
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dan:ce  |  06:51
certain transcendence  |  04:47
terrarosa  |  05:35
percussive mechanics  |  09:24
vigilance  | 08:54
sleeping is giving in  |  07:19
histrionics  |  06:27
let it cut more deep  |  06:36
eins!  |  03:13

total time | 59:05 | all compositions by anna webber (socan/ascap)
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